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There are two sides to every Gemini guy...and one of them is red-hot.

Olivia Carter has a handsome, millionaire boyfriend. She's madly in love with him. The hitch? He doesn't
actually exist. She told the lie to save Forever, her wedding design shop. And it worked-almost too well. As
the media attention increases, so do the demands for Olivia to produce her "boyfriend." With both her
reputation and career in jeopardy, Olivia is desperate enough to do almost anything...

Which is exactly what millionaire Mason Parker wants. Thanks to Olivia and her father, Mason went through
hell during his teen years, and now it's time for a little payback-starting with the announcement that he's her
one and only. Now the sexy Olivia has no choice but to do what Mason wants. But none of his plans for
vengeance included falling in love with the woman he planned to ruin...
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From Reader Review The Millionaire's Forever for online ebook

Rebekah says

The Millionaire’s Forever starts out with Olivia’s amazing shop, and amazing clients, and amazing life, and
amazing millionaire fiancé… So what’s the problem you ask? Their world wind childhood romance has
captivated the A-listers, the media and the general public. Unfortunately, her finance is not real. Then
suddenly, some rich handsome stranger tells the media HE is her beau!
Enter Mason Parker.

He is cold. He is ruthless. He is going to bring Olivia DOWN! Mason is not the stranger Olivia thought he
was. He is the young man she pined over as a youth. However, Olivia father wronged Mason greatly by
having him wrongfully convicted and sentenced to a juvenile correctional facility as a youth and his need for
revenge is strong.
Mason deal is simple. He wants the piece of land that the correctional facility used to sit on. Olivia owns it.
For six weeks Mason will play the fiancé, and save her business from the impending scandal. In return he has
those six weeks to convince Olivia to part with the land. However, Olivia has plans to build something for
the community, and is determined make it happen.

Sparks fly in this book, we seen pretty quickly that Mason is not quite the monster he wants Olivia to think
he is. He is seriously damaged by the tortured memories of juvie, and the loss of a friend there. But neither of
them can stop the attraction from building after all of these years. ?
This was a good read, I could have taken a BIT more spice… but I enjoyed this one!

*Advance copy provided by Netgalley for an honest review.

http://beksbookblog.blogspot.com/2015...

Kerry says

I read this book in one sitting! The chemistry between Mason & Olivia was intense, I couldn't wait for them
to get it on! I felt like Olivia was a little to quick to forgive but it's Mason & he's super hot so I can't really
blame her! Looking forward to more great reads from this author.

MsChris1161 says

Another fantastic story by Sonya Weiss. THE MILLIONAIRE'S FOREVER is a fake boyfriend story really
tugs at your heartstrings. Olivia Carter was desperate to save the company that was her mother's dream and
so she told a white lie, but now that lie might be coming back to haunt her. She faces exposure until Mason
Carter, of all people, shows up offering to help.

Mason has his own reasons for helping Olivia. He wants something from her and is willing to do whatever it



takes to get it even if that means pretending to be her boyfriend to save her company. He'll save Olivia and
then she will give him what he needs to exact his revenge on her father. As long as he can keep his heart out
of it that is, because he's had it bad for sweet Olivia since high school.

Olivia can't believe that boy she had a crush on in high school is even sexier and more irresistible than he
was then. He offered her the devil of a deal and she has no choice but to accept it. She just prays she can
resist the most delicious man she's ever seen. Olivia and Mason's chemistry is off the charts even though
Olivia does her best to fight it. She is torn between her lust and growing love for Mason and the need to
protect her father, the man Mason is determined to bring down for the injustice done to him when he was a
teenager. Fantastic story, a little danger, and an old mystery to get to the bottom of, and some steamy scenes
all balance out this must-read enemies to lovers love story. 4 stars

Marie Andersson says

This is a sweet love story..but also a bit painful.Mason and his friends went to prison for something they did
not do.Mason's friend, Adam,died.:'(Mason wanted revenge but Olivia make him unsure of his feelings.Can
he really love her? Read this story to find out.

Bette Hansen says

I really enjoyed this book. It's an interesting twist to the pretend boyfriend trope with a bit of revenge added
in. Olivia knows she's in trouble when she blatantly lies about having a millionaire boyfriend. Oh the lie
worked. It saved her wedding shop and got her national attention but now the media is hounding her to meet
the boyfriend. In steps Mason Parker claiming the spot. The problem is what Mason really wants is revenge!

This is an excellent read and I definitely recommend it.

Jamie says

3.5 Second chance Stars

This was a really cute story with very minimal angst!

Olivia and Mason knew each other in high school but had very little interaction due to Mason being
considered a "bad boy" and Olivia being the local sheriff's daughter... but one night something happened that
connected them forever.. Olivia remembers nothing of that night and Mason's life was never the same...

Olivia designs wedding gowns and she has a reputation for making some fabulous designs.. but Olivia has a
secret that could ruin her business. She's been totally unlucky in love. Being single but creating fairy tale
dresses just doesn't work for her. So she created the perfect boyfriend. He's rich, handsome, and a secret. No
one knows who he is. Because he doesn't exist! But the pressure is on her for the prince charming to come
out of the shadows .. Olivia either has to confess that there is no prince charming and risk her reputation.. or
she has to find a man pronto!



Mason's life changed one night in high school..he and his closest friends ended up being sent to a juvenile
correctional facility and from that moment he has been hell bent on getting revenge on the man he holds
responsible.. Olivia's father. Mason has made something of himself.. he's rich, successful, and of course
sexy. He's everything Olivia needs right now. So Mason shows back up in Olivia's life out of the blue to be
the prince charming she needs.. even if he is blackmailing her to do it. Olivia has something he wants.. the
land that the juvenile center he and his friends were sent to stands on. Horrible things happened there and he
wants to burn it to the ground. He also wants her father to answer for what he did..

What follows is a fake relationship where they both appear to be getting what they want.. for now... but
Olivia has no plans on giving up he land and Mason has every intention of doing whatever is necessary to get
her to do that. But when the chemistry heats up and the feelings start running deeper..someone is bound to
get hurt. How far is Mason willing to go to get what he wants and what's Olivia going to do when she finds
out the truth about what happened all those years ago?

This was a sweet read.. nothing over the top dramatic and some pretty steamy sexy times. I enjoyed it.. it was
a good "in-between" book for me. Something easy with almost zero angst. Looking forward to checking out
more from this author.

 Advanced copy provided by Entangled Publishing via Netgalley

April Symes says

***A gifted copy was provided by the publisher for an honest review***

Olivia Carter has a business that she is trying to save. She told a lie and now that lie could sink her business.
With both her reputation and career in jeopardy, Olivia is desperate enough to do almost anything...
Millionaire Mason Parker is ready to take advantage of her desperate situation and force her into a sham
“fictional” relationship to get his hands on land that Olivia owns This is payback for what Olivia’s father did
to Mason. We are given a lot of info on what Olivia's father did to Mason and his need for revenge but in the
end Mason does nothing and it is NOT because he chose love; it was because that part of the book was
somewhat rushed.
Olivia has this reason to be in this position due to lie she told to get her business set up and get it booming-
Your asking how is this –well , the media have sat up and paid attention, orders are coming in from
Hollywood Big namers, and she’s even appeared on Ellen --And the reason for her success is…true love, but
of course! Olivia has set herself up of an ideal couple—the other is her childhood friend and now self-made
millionaire who swept her off her feet and just overwhelmingly adores her and gives her whatever she wants
and loves her to bits. They are head over heals in love with each other- get the picture- It’s FAKE- and she is
about to be found out but Mason knows the truth and is blackmailing her in a roundabout way and is saying
to her,” I will be the fake boyfriend/fiancée or else I will go to the media and tell the truth-pick your poison”
.
Mason wants a piece of land that Olivia owns….the piece of land that the correctional facility he spent time
in is situated on. The deal is straightforward enough—he’ll pose as her boyfriend for six weeks, thereby
saving her business and by the end of their time together, he’ll convince Olivia to part with her treasured
land-Just as Olivia has big plans for the land as well. Her mother, who is no longer on earth, wanted to use



that land to help her community so Olivia had a piece of the land she was going to take and use for the
community. Olivia is not about to part with the land and things are going to get nasty between Mason and
Olivia.

There is such chemistry between these two now as there was years ago. Olivia had feelings for him then and
still does today. Mason let his feelings for Olivia’s father color his feelings for her and now is conflicted on
how he treats her. Understand the energy and emotions will have you reading as fast as you can to get to the
final resolution. You want Mason and Olivia to both win and as I was reading, I kept urging Mason to kiss
her and then I was yelling in my head to quit his vendetta. This book will definitely keep you invested and is
quite the page turner. As they grow closer and the chemistry between them sparks off , resolving their main
issues looks almost impossible. Someone has to lose.

My rating 4.0 stars

Anne OK says

THE MILLIONAIRE'S FOREVER by Sonya Weiss is the third installment in the Men of the Zodiac series
released by Entangled Publishing: Indulgence. As with the other two books, its cover is another eye-catching
“wowzer.” That’s almost enough to keep me coming back for more. Each book in this series is a complete
standalone with no relation to the others.

Since I’m not one who favors the retelling of a story by the reviewer, I will refrain from giving many
storyline details. The synopsis for this book is sufficiently generous and intriguing enough that readers will
get the gist and be hooked. I truly believe that a book is best enjoyed when a reader is allowed to experience
all its surprises, twists and turns on their own.

My thoughts were running towards a light and fluffy read when I first approached this book. However, a
very pleasant surprise awaited me. Although the story follows often used plots, this one took on a more
serious tone with complicated issues to address. Add in a nicely balanced mix of sexy and smart, sassy
quick-witted humor, along with captivating characters, and I quickly became emotionally invested not only
in these characters, but found myself immersed in a story that was much more than I expected.

Nothing ever comes without a price and, like the old adage says, “you’ve gotta take the good with the bad.”
So when Mr. “Bad,” who’s looking for revenge, walks through her door gorgeously dressed in a suit and tie,
it could be a disaster in the making, or a fairytale dream come true, for the girl who told the little white lie!

Cash Mason Parker was her high school heartthrob; Olivia Carter was his forbidden fruit. He was the bad
boy from the wrong side of the tracks with a reputation for being a troublemaker. Her father was the Chief of
Police, who made it known in no uncertain terms that his “perfect” daughter was completely off limits to a
guy like Mason Parker. No matter, there was still an ever-present attraction between them. And then one
fateful night stole any chance they may have had for even a friendship between them – much less a serious
relationship.

In the intervening years, both Olivia and Mason have faced adversity head-on to overcome major difficulties
in their lives. Each has worked hard to become successful. These are two very proud, strong and determined
characters. They are very likable both as individuals and as a couple, and I had no trouble cheering them on.



Even years later, secrets and tangles from their past are yet to be unraveled. They are both struggling with
loyalties to family and friends pulling each of them in different directions. But there still remains an intense
connection between them that sparks an uncontrollable passion. And those feelings might be the stronger
force that wins in the end.

That magical formula for all those “feels” that romance lovers insist upon for a successful romance -- heat,
humor, and heart -- was certainly present and packed with pure pleasure and indulgence. A well-crafted
revenge trope, where one of our characters is determined to get revenge for being wronged in the past by the
other, gave this story added intensity for a more notable read – and it just happens to be one of my favorites.
Running alongside was also a forced “relationship of convenience” between Olivia and Mason that hoisted
the level of tension, antagonism, friction, and passion another notch.

Readers will find some delightfully fun scenes between our main characters. One of my favorites is a baking
escapade between Olivia and Mason when they set about to whip up a batch of chocolate-chip cookies. It
takes baking to a whole ‘nother level as they join forces. The sassy and snarky banter leads to some rather
sexy and sweet drool-worthy sizzle and burn, along with a burst of laughter.

Honestly, I wanted to love this book. At times I even felt it would be a 5-star read. It hooked me from page
one setting my hopes high that I had struck gold, but as I read further the shine dimmed a shade. After
starting with a slow strong build, the story slipped into a fast-paced rush to the finish line leaving some
dangling ends behind. Suddenly, I’m looking at one of those situations where it could have/should
have/would have been - if only.

The hero’s favored endearment for his lady love, “Sweet Olivia,” played repetitively and the cloyingly sweet
overdose finally took its toll. Without a doubt, I love tender and loving nicknames but too much of a good
thing ruins the overall effect and just becomes rote.

Another issue and probably the biggest where I’m concerned, is that the first time Mason and Olivia fall into
bed together there’s no condom readily available. But that didn’t stop the fireworks from going off. Ignoring
the fact that they haven’t seen or spoken to each other in years, they proceed with just verbal claims to one
another that each is clean as a whistle and she, of course, gives a nod to the use of birth control pills. Sorry –
this type of risky behavior just doesn’t play well with me.

There were several other places where I had a hard time stretching my imagination far enough to sink my
teeth into falling hook, line and sinker for everything as the author presents it. There were some plot holes
that dropped the story out of sync with reality. Mason’s strong need for revenge against Olivia’s father lost
steam altogether and fell away without a clear resolution. A little more depth in the main characters’ earlier
history screamed for more page time in my opinion. Some of the secondary cast, namely Olivia’s best friend
Beth, as well as Mason’s three buddies, who shared in his quest for justice, deserved a little more fleshing-
out to add some depth to that part of the story. I might have nudged myself once or twice as a reminder that
this is, after all, fiction. Still yet, I found a lot to like.

For the most part, this is a well-edited and entertaining read that leads to a fairly predictable outcome.
Readers will be happy to find that they are treated to a nicely wrapped happily-ever-after seven years down
the road in an Epilogue that brings this standalone delightfully to an end.

Disclaimer: I received this book from the publisher in exchange for an honest review.



Mihaela says

Originally posted on http://mikkysworldofbooks.blogspot.fr...

The Millionaire’s Forever is the story of a man who’s trying to right the wrongs did to him in the past and
who will do anything to achieve his goals.

Mason has always been labeled as a trouble maker when he was a teenager and, in the end, his reputation,
which wasn’t exactly as bad as people thought, ended up being his downfall.

Olivia has made a promise and she’s trying really hard to keep it. She is strong, independent and so not ready
to have her teenage crush storm back into her life.

Their story is simple or, at least, it should be but the years they haven’t seen each other have changed both of
them.

Mason is hell bent on getting revenge and she is in his way. He thinks he knows Olivia carter but time will
prove him wrong.

She might still be attracted to him, but Mason is not the boy she remembers and the man he has become she
isn’t sure she likes at all.

Both of them are in for quite a few surprises along the way.

Everything is pretty straight forward from the beginning in this novel but Mason and Olivia’s journey from
almost friends, to enemies then back to almost friends and lovers is pretty interesting.

The things they thought they knew aren’t exactly the truth and, as more and more secrets are revealed, both
of them will have to reevaluate their plans and think about what they really want.

The writing style is good and, if you want to just relax and enjoy some quality time with a book, this is the
perfect choice.

I’m sure I’ll be picking up the next books in this series.

Happy Reading!

Mandy says

3.5 stars for this fast paced and quick read. My only complaint about this one was that I had a hard time
believing the connection between Mason and Olivia. Something felt a little off about it. I did enjoy the story
itself though and look forward to reading more by this author.



**ARC provided in exchange for an honest review**

Kimi Porkchops says

**I was given an ARC in exchange for an honest review. Thank You!!**

First, lets talk about the cover…. Its such a delicious cover. It sent my imagination into overdrive. I thought
the whole premise of the story was great. I haven’t read many with this time of storyline, so this was a breath
of fresh air for me. I thought the characters were well written along with nicely spun storyline.

Olivia Carter, our female lead is a bridal dress designer. When her business starts to fail, she elaborates on a
little white lie and business begins picking up. She is now able to pay for things that she was having
difficulty paying for. Olivia as a whole is an independent, smart, strong woman. She is knows how to take
care of herself and doesn’t want or need someone else taking care of her. She has her business, her friends
and her own world that she immerses herself into; that is until a boy from her past waltz in and turns things
upside down. That brings us to millionaire Mason Parker.

Mason Parker is a smart career driven man. He is sympathetic to the needs of his employees and he goes
above and beyond what is truly expected of him. He is a bit arrogant, but he is gorgeous. Mason was a bit of
a trouble maker growing up and was sent to a Juvenile Correctional Facility for something he never
committed. Mason decides to step in to play the role of her ‘millionaire boyfriend’. Why you might ask? For
revenge against the man that sent him there, Olivia’s father.

Olivia and Mason have such chemistry and everything with them is hot, Hot, HOT. Sonya builds their sexual
tension up so amazingly that you see yourself screaming at the pages telling them to just do it already! As
things build between the two relationships change, people change.

Overall, I thought this book was awesome. The characters were developed nicely, the plot was set and
moved smoothly and I couldn’t put it down. The story is built around lies, trust, secrets, and lust. Will things
keep moving? Will Mason achieve his revenge? Will Olivia continue with through with her end of the
bargain? Will everything right itself in the end? Read it…find out the answers for yourself… you’ll love it!

Restless Book Obsession says

•Mars HONEST Review• I received an ARC copy in return for an honest review. I'll start by saying that this
book is very well written grammatically but I couldn't rate it 5 stars because it was too rushed for me. From
the blurb I expected a lot of angst and unfortunately the book fell short at that.  We are given a lot of
info on what Olivia's father did to Mason and his need for revenge but in the end Mason does nothing and it
is NOT because he chose love; it was because that part of the book was a bit fast paced. Mason's supposed to
struggle with the revenge since he loves Olivia but we don't see much of that because it was rushed.
Furthermore the first time Olivia and Mason are together was so quick it happened in less than a paragraph.
For me personally that was disastrous as we are led to believe that these two people have been into each
other since high school. If they were so into each other why didn't we know a bit more about how they felt
their first time together? I don't need the smut but I do need their feelings. How did Olivia feel? Was it



everything Mason pictured? I wanted more. I needed to know how amazing or how awkward they felt with
each other. The author completely disregarded that and that was a complete let down for me. Another thing
that made me rate this 3 stars was the fact that the ending felt rushed, like the author was running out of
space on word and needed to end it now. We got to 86% of the book and that's when it REALLY started
getting good but one chapter after that and there was an epilogue. The end. WHAT THE HECK? I wasn't
ready for the rushed ending.  I believe if the author went back and tweaked it a little bit maybe add an
extra chapter or two so the ending isn't rushed and also added a bit more context to their feelings the
first time they're together this would be a 5 star book.For these reasons I had to rate the novel 3 stars but
all in all it was a good read.  The authors writing is very advanced and there were zero errors in her writing.
I will definitely keep an eye out on this author to check her other work.

Diana Stîng? says

Originally posted on http://mikkysworldofbooks.blogspot.fr...

Olivia Carter is trying to make her dream come true, and when her hop seems to hit the skids, she tells one
tiny lie about her boyfriend to increase the media attention. He is loving, kind and perfect and he doesn’t
exist. On the verge on losing her reputation, the man she’s always been in love with comes to pretend to be
her boyfriend, in order to take his revenge on Olivia’s father.

Mason and his friends were accused falsely of something they didn’t do and spent good years in prison.
Now, all of them made up their minds to take revenge.

Mason wants two things from Olivia and he’s determined to obtain both. She has already decided that she
won’t give in and won’t let Mason close to her heart. But what neither expected is to have strong feelings for
each other and those feelings to increase once they get to really know one another.

“I’m starting to care and nothing that I do seems to stop it. It’s like a runaway train that I can’t catch. I hate
that I care.”

Mason doesn’t do relationships. He doesn’t need to complicate his life and he makes that clear with Olivia
since the very beginning. On the other hand, Olivia knows she has to put aside her feelings for him and be
strong in order to reach her goal. I really liked her and the way she’s determined to keep her independence
during difficulties.

Their relationship is complicated, because they’ve always liked each other but never acted on it. For them,
love is dangerous and they realize they might get burned, so both try to keep their emotions bottled inside.

I liked Sonya’s writing style, because I could see the struggle of Mason and Olivia’s at each step towards
finding love when they didn’t know they needed it.

I’ll make sure to recommend it to my friends!

EatSleepReadReview says



A copy of this book was received from Entangled via Netgalley.

Olivia Carter business is rocketing to success. The media have sat up and paid attention, orders are coming in
from big Hollywood stars, and she’s even appeared on the Ellen DeGeneres show. And the reason for her
success is…true love, of course! Olivia has painted herself as one half of an ideal couple—the other is her
childhood friend and now self-made millionaire who swept her off her feet and showers her in affection.
They are head over heals in love with each other.

Their love story has captivated the public. Everything should be perfect…except, Olivia’s millionaire
boyfriend doesn’t exist, and as the media insist for information on his identity, she’s about to be exposed.

Mason Parker is a cold and ruthless business man. He gets what he wants, when he wants and no one can
stand in his way…except, he’s really not all that ruthless or cold. What he is is scarred, both inside and out.
After being wrongfully convicted and sentenced to a juvenile correctional facility by Olivia’s father, there’s
only one thing on Mason’s mind—to get revenge on the family that wronged him.

Seeing Olivia’s predicament as the perfect opportunity, Mason announces to the media that he is her secret
boyfriend. When he sweeps into Olivia’s shop and threatens to expose her, she finds herself in quite a
predicament. Mason wants a piece of land that Olivia owns….the piece of land that the correctional facility
he spent time in is situated on. The deal is straightforward enough—he’ll pose as her boyfriend for six
weeks, thereby saving her business and by the end of their time together, he’ll convince Olivia to part with
her treasured land. Though he finds Olivia as beautiful as he did all those years ago, he can’t let his deep
rooted feelings stand in his way.

Olivia has big plans for the piece of land she owns. Her late mother wanted to do something to help the
community, and Olivia is determined to see those dreams come true. With Mason dead set on acquiring the
land on which his nightmares began, and Olivia determined not to part with it, things are about to get messy.

I love a book that can drop me straight into the conflict, yet still build up the characters enough to make me
care about them. This is the case here, and it was done very well. I found Olivia’s predicament comical at
first, but as the books goes on and the reasons behind why she did it start to come to light, it became much
more serious thereby raising the stakes. My heart pained for her and I couldn’t see any way she could get out
of the mess she'd created.

Mason seems like a complete jerk at first, but very quickly his reasons come to light and his story pulled at
my heartstrings more than anything else. I felt pulled in opposite directions—rooting for both these
characters to get what they wanted, even if that didn’t seem possible.

Little doubt is left that these two are drawn toward each other, and have been from a young age. Olivia was
the one that got away, despite giving Mason the opportunity to have something more with her in their
younger years. This again serves a knife to the chest when more is revealed about their past, and how one
night that should’ve made them, broke him.

Make no mistake, this book will tie you in knots. As the two grow closer and the energy between them
surges, resolving their issues looks almost impossible. Someone has to lose.

There were times when I felt as though the spark between them could’ve been conveyed in a way that really
drove home their attraction to each other, but in too many places it felt as though their closeness was almost
mechanical. Their chemistry could’ve popped from the pages, but it lacked that all consuming fire. That said,



these characters will still bring you along on their journey, immersing you into their lives and making you
love, laugh and hurt.

Marci says

I received an ARC in exchange for an HONEST review. This book took a lot out of me, to me it dragged on
forever. There was no connection made between the characters and myself as I read it. I felt like I was only
reading this because I needed to review it since the author's PA gifted me an arc, I felt like I owed the author
to at least try my hardest so that I could give an honest and clear review. I HONESTLY tried my BEST to
like this book because the author is such a nice person but in the end I just couldn't. Mason is supposed to be
this tough millionaire that's out for revenge bc Olivia and her father wronged him when he was young but he
isn't. Mason ends up just falling for Olivia the minute he gets back to see her and all his plans for revenge go
out the window, seriously. I've never met someone who wanted to avenge themselves change their mind so
quickly, it was kind of unrealistic the way it happened. Still, I kept going and tried to give this book a
chance, we find new things about why her father did what he did (which makes us sympathize with her dad)
yet it still doesn't explain everything. The book ends up getting interesting at about 76% and I felt relieved
that something was going to happen -only to be rushed so hard that I felt like I got whiplash. The ending was
SOOOOO rushed, it was ridiculous. Things just don't happen that quickly and even if this is fiction you can't
expect me to believe it or even like it if one minute you're hating someone and the next you want to marry
them. I am sorry for such a low rating because I HATE giving anything less than 3 stars, but it's my honest
opinion. I cannot rate something that I didn't like anything better than what I've given it and this was a book
that I didn't enjoy, it just wasn't for me. Thank you for the ARC and I hope you don't take the fact that this
book wasn't for me personal. XX


